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Delta Iota Soon
To Join National
Delta Tau Delta
P r e s id e n t o f L o c a l C h a p t e r
A n n o u n c e * F o r m a l Ac*
c e p ta n c e o f P e titio n
With ths announcement of Tom
Leech, president of the Delta Iota
fraternity, early in the week, Law
rentian* become aware of the
presence of a new national fra
ternity on the campus. Delta Tau
Delta,
a national
organization
founded m 1915 and at present
boasting seventy-five chapters, has
formally accepted the petition pre
sented last tall by the local chap-

A dm inistration Ha»
Taken No Action on
Cut System Petition
From the Dean's office comes the
announcement that no action has
yet been taken on the Senate's peti
tion regarding the present cut sys
tem. The matter is being consid
ered by the faculty committee, but
no action will be taken to change
the present system during this
school year.
In his statement, the Dean sug
gested that a student committee to
investigate the relative merits of
the Lawrence system and other
systems could be of great assistance
in working out the problem.

Reading Period
Proves Valuable
D ean
By

Barrow ««
A c tiv e
t io n

IKADFK LEECH
He launched them into nationftlism.
ter. This action followed the vis
it last week of Mr. Moore, Chair'
man of Council on Schools, who
represented the Central Council in
au inspection of the petitioning
fraternity and the school. .
The appearance of a new nation'
al fraternity on the campus is a
result of Dr. Wriston's policy in
endeavoring to increase the num
ber of national chapters at Law
rence. George Banta and Don
Hardt of Menasha also played an
Turn to page 4

H ab b e rscab b e r
“It pay* to advertise” — business
finds it true. Signboards, movie
screens, air waves, and printed
pages tell us the tooth pastes, auto
mobiles, and soaps to buy. Huge
•urns are spent, clever minds are at
work, placing names and products
before the public eye—and satisfac
tory results are obtained.
Now the question—could colleges
advertise? Do the same business
principles apply? Are we able to
use nationally famous slogans on a
product we can't buy over the
counter or in the showroom. If “It
pavs to advertise”—why not apply
It’
For an attempt—imagine—if you
will—The Habberscabber Advertis
ing Agency at work. It would sound
somethin!» like this:
“The new Lawrence is now on
display in the company’s show
rooms ‘On the Fox.’ We invite you
to visit us and to try our latest
model, confidence that nothing but
a Lawrence will satisfy you. Year*
Of effort and experience have re
sulted in the Lawrence you can
not afford not to try.
In describing our product to
you. we use the advertising slogans
tvhich are read throughout the na
tion. As Ivory Soap is identified
by the phrase, ‘‘It floats," so will the
tew Lawrence be identified by slofans of popular products.
Can you resist these features?
The Lawrence Frolic
“Watch the ‘foreheads’ go by.”
With ollstove cleanliness: “No
loot, no dust, It’s clean.”
riced with Model Tobacco: “Did

JS£"
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“Considering the lack of prepara
tion it was a successful venture,”
said Dean Barrows of the muchdiscussed reading period which re
placed the mid-year examinations.
Mr. Barrows also stated that had
time been allowed for preparation
of reading lists and for the arrang
ing of conferences between stu
dents and professors, this success
would have been greatly enhanced.
In spite of the evident weakness
due to lack of preparation, investi
gation shows that the student body
did take advantage of the chance
for reading. Library circulation for
the last three days in January show
that it was three-fifths of the cir
culation for the corresponding days
in October, and one-half of the
November amount. During the same
three days In January, there- were
about one-third of the students re
maining in Appleton. Another en
couraging bit of news comes in
direct ly from several professors:
they were busy during the entire
period with conferences with stu
dents
Another experiment was tried
and proved very successful. Four
discussion groups were held during
the period, one on the New Deal,
one on Religion, and two on Liter
ature. Considering the lack of pub
licity. these discussion groups wore
well attended, particularly the one
on the New Deal, and reports indi
cate that the topics were presented
very interestingly. A number of
musical programs using the new
collection of records received by
the college were well attended.
This evidence very encouragingly
points to the fact that the reading
period did serve a valuable purpose.

News is not news on a small college campus. That, in various
disguises, has been set down before.
What, then, can the eager and innocent young editor of the col
lege paper do but set hU hat on the back of his head and walk the
paths beneath the elms with a stubborn and a defiant glare beaming
from his editorial eye while upon his back he bears tne sign with
the age old inscription, “I’m on the spot and I know it. Come on,
boys. The tomatoes first!”
Aha, you say. A throwing of tomatoes! News! Let us observe
the tomato: rather a battered individual, red and lopsided. Could
any editor who lasted until spring fail to notice the resemblance?
Between what and what, you ask?
Listen, buddy; the editor and his associates, whoever they might
be from time to time, (the turnover depending on how rapidly they
find him out* are the most presumptive persons that windy Law
rentian subterranean rat hole has ever known. You think you had
a “paper that dared” last year. Why, that was pink tea stuff. Just
how daring are we? We are just daring enough to assume that you
are liberal arts students in a liberal arts college and to edit your
paper accordingly: a mirror of your development and achievement
as undergraduates. That, my friends, is an assumption no college
editor in the country has allowed even to pass through his mind.
Let us briefly but accurately review the recent policies of the
Lawrentian or of any other small college paper. Let u3 consider the
possibilities which have heretofore been considered, attempted, and
somewhat exhausted, if you will.
Usually we, as did most other colleges, attempted to run as a
“newspaper.” and almost as often we were all miserable failures.
Those failures are not difficult to predict on a small college campus
where there is little news but what professor Someone or Other
said to the Waupaca Winter Whittlers. I love the alliteration —
might just as well hare said the Women Knitters of Sherwood. Oh
yes, the men have an organization there.
The other alternative Is “war,' the kind of war Norman Clapp and
his associates gave us last year Mr. Clapp saw that the paper failed
as a “newspaper.” He felt that it was time for “daring.” Perhaps
it is fitting that we attack our campus institutions and shake them
to their very Achilles tendons every now and then. During that
pummeling we should discover of what we and our organizations
are made and whether we all have a chance and the right to exist.
But we have had our scrubbing and our airing, and now our
hair is smoothed down again and our bruises have disappeared. We
grew tired of investigations and meetings and battles and a general
throat-cutting if not a general freezing up.
So the fire burned itself out. and the soft brce/.e in Chmiel’s Food
Report blew away the ashes. It was a grand hubbub. It accomplish
ed what was intended and then some.
Norman had,,c'c:«ttd the paper to £ ba'tleJKM and at leap* then*
was shouting. Allow me to insert that to my erratic ears, much of
the rumble, upon becoming distinct, needed apologies for its existence.
There were hollow sounds, my friends. Interpret that as the shoe
fits, or shall I say as the log was thumped? In short, we tired of
spices and vinegar Cinders beneath our feet set us leaping, but our
souls calloused, as they often do in wartime. Then occurred the tra
ditional nomadic flights from the basement and the shiny typewriter*.
. . Another year was completed
Observe. Mr. and Miss Liberal Arts Student that In both instances
something was being done to you. First you were fed your poached
egg on toast, the same diet served you back home by the weekly
Star. You knew all the news about town anyhow, but it was satis
fying to see the names iit print. That is why you tolerate the small
college “newspaper." The city newspaper serves a distinct purpose
for the hurrying metropolitan. His social unit is too large for him
to know what is going on without the daily paper. Bill that is not
our difficulty.
In the second instance you were goaded. Before that you were
happy and dreamy and docile, and you didn't want to fight with
anyone, but when someone mentioned that Beta Eta Sketa was no
good . . . Whoops, my dear. So you fought the windmills and tired
yourselves out. Now if someone should say you were no good, you
would smile and answer that someone said everybody was no good

Wriston Chosen
New Leader of
College Croup
E le c te d P r e s id e n t o f A«so*
e ia t io n o f A m e r ic a n
C o l l e g e s
Dr. Henry M. Wriston was hon
ored by election to the presidency
of the Association of American Col
leges at the January meeting of that
group in Atlanta, Georgia.
Dr.
Wriston succeeds W. M. Lewis, who
is president of LaFayette College,
Easton, Pennsylvania.
The Association of American Col
leges is a group which was founded
in 1915 and now includes more than

ASSOCIATION'S WRISTON
Up he went.
400 colleges and u n i v e r s i t i e s
throughout the country. Its func
tion is the promotion of higher
education in all forms.
Dr. Wriston last year held the of
fice of president of the North Cen
tral Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools and was also
president of the Methodist Board of
Education. At present, he is a trus
tee of the Carnegie Foundation and
the treasurer of the Mid-West Col
ie e Conference.

Turn to page 3

Can Y011 Take a Little Ribbing?
We’re Going to Start Dishing It
\ BV GEORGE WALTER
Few ages are blessed with a man
like Luther Burbank. But it is sig
nificant that he wrought greatest
changes among the fruits and flow
ers. Oftentimes today it is diffi
cult to distinguish between these
and the human species of the ani
mal kingdom, for in both classes,
through cross breeding, if you will,
we have developed specimens so
thin skinned that it is necessary to
erect hot houses over their tops.
And that is a pity. For it means
death to the free jest and the gen
erous satire. It means that we
have locked in the narcotic case our
only remedy for straightening out
slight social curvatures.
The phrase which has become
almost a byword today, “So you
can't take it!” is a spontaneous and
a pathetic confession of false pride,
and a reflection of our own selfish
ness and our “I'm the center of the
universe” attitude. It is the warp
ed and withered epitaph society has
etched in stone over the grave of
her sense of humor, without which
living is just so many days and
nights, just so many wins and so
many losses.
If Russia, Germany, and Italy
have ever laid claim to a sense of
humor, they have lost it during the
last decade. It has been wrenched
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from them by demagogues such as
our own Huey Long, a half pint
model to be sure, but an exact du
plicate. The lot of them can be
visualized and characterized as to
their breadth of insight, tolerance,
and intelligence by the close obser
vation of a hair. Under the whip
hand of such leadership no clever
nor respectable society shall rise,
if we would measure greatness not
by square miles of territory nor by
wealth in guns and ammunition, but
by the acquisition of an attitude, a
feeling of solidarity and security
that pulses past the boundaries of
states and nations through the me
dium of the tolerant, understanding
heart —- the common sense of hu
manity. That is the Christian ideal.
That too, means the acquisition and
the retention of a sense of humor.
An intelligent socicty chooses as
its watchdogs the generous satire
and (he comic. Today we run for
the militia, the state guard, the ma
rines, or Maynard Monaghan —
ever the last resort either to save
one's hide or spend a snappy eve
ning. Never do we apply the first
remedy, the satirical and the comic
which is the hot water bottle, the
warm lemonade, the Ice bag of soTurn to page 7

W ris to n Addrmtieti
M ena*ha H igh Student*
In a recent address before the
student body of Menasha High
School, Dr. Wriston pointed out the
need for living in the present and
delegating the past and the future
to their proper and secondary posi
tions.
Advising them about vocations,
Dr. Wriston stressed the need for
versatility and breadth of charac
ter. It is therefore, he said, the job
of the individual to develop himself
broadly, in personality, in intel
lect, and in emotion.

BILLBOARD
Sat., Feb. 9—Brokaw Party.
Sat., Feb. 9—Russell Sage Cot
tage Party.
Thurs., Feb. 14 — Basketball
game with Lake Forest.
Sat., Feb. 16 — Campus Club
Dinner at Sage.
Sat., Feb. 16—Formal dance at
Orntsby.
Sun., Feb. 17 — International
Tea at the Library, sponsored by
French, Spanish, and German
Clubs.
Sat., Feb. 23—Basketball game
with Beloit.
Mon., Feb. 25—Freshman Plays.
Thurs., Feb. 28—Artist Series.
A Cappella Choir.

(These letters were happened
upon by chance in one of the dor
mitories on the campus. The edi
tor, after reading a number of them,
pleaded at .length with Robert In
the hope that he would allow them
to be printed. After pledging that
it would be with absolute secrecy
that the letters were edited, Rob
ert finally consented. Next we in
duced him to write to Marjory in
an attempt to procure her permis
sion. To our surprise and our ex
treme pleasure, she not only gave
her consent, but she offered Robert’s
replies. This, of course, did not ap
peal to Robert, but he found himself
in rather a difficult position after
being so generous with Marjory’s
correspondence, and it was only s
matter of time before we had them
both in the fold. The names, of
course, are ficticious. We propose
to print two letters each week. Rob
ert’s here and Marjory’s answer on
page seven. Having pledged my
secrecy, I am sure you will be kind
enough not to make any further In
quiries. The Editor. 1
January 11. 1934.
Dear Marjory:
Your letter this morning fell like
warm sunlight on my gray cacoon,
and lo! I breathe again, slowly and
deeply at first, stretching my ach
ing limbs after the long winter
hibernation. O ye«. I know it’s
only January, darling, but winter
began early for me you will re
member—to be specific, last July
eighteenth when you sailed off to
London and her lords, Berlin and
Turn to page t
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Clapp Appointed
Senator’s Aide

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

to her barons, France and her Maurice
Chevaliers, Venice and her . . . ye
J o i n I. j i I o l l r l l r ' s
gods I'm as jealous as ever. But
gloriously happy today. Why in
S t a f f
heaven's name didn't you write
Norman M. Clapp, last year’s «-di- oftener? For awhile I was afraid
fu r in-chief of the Lawrentian and you were having a good time. I
n prominent figure in many campus mailed you depressing letters all
activities, has left his studies at over Europe: to the Prince of Wales
Lawrence to go to Washington, D. in England, Hitler in Germany,
C. There he will join the secre Mussolini in Italy, well, all the im
tarial staff of Senator Robert M. portant people. I knew you’d start
I.a Kollette.
In addition to his after the big game first. But when
new duties, he will continue to you wrote from Switzerland that
work for his degree.
you were taking yodeling lessons
Mr, Clapp leaves an enviable rec from "the most charming Alpine
ord behind him on the Lawrence climber,” I was at sea so far as
Campus. As the Lawrentian chief addressing my letters to you was
L raw s

f o r W a s h in g t o n

last year, he instigated a number of concerned.
changes which vastly improved the
Whatever is that family of yours
service of the paper to the students. [trying to do, make a gypsy of you,
or is it anything to get you out of
my reach? But now I am being
mean. A gypsy. A Babbie. That's
it. You slip out of the castle a few
moments, spin around in your long
lace dress for my very special
benefit, and then, after you have
me so intoxicated with you that I

cannot breathe, you will run
through the wall gateway, over the
drawbridge which you will speedily
raise, and into the arms of one of
those stuffed-shirt court-nincompoops your father has chosen for
you. I will blunder into the forest
or the moat, as the fates decree.
And that is just what you have
done, isn't it, Marjory? That Is
exactly where you want me: on the
edge of the moat. I can shout
across the pretty things your pink
t..-a laddies will never be able to
say, but when I ask you to walk
in my forest, to swim in my old
swimming hole, to breathe my
heavy, evergreen laden air, you
cannot hear me for the clinking of
champagne glasses.
But I have
AGITATOR CLAPP
lie’« helping Rob now.
His work was instrumental in
changing the size of the sheet, and
Its weekly rather than semi-weekly
publication In addition he form
ed an editorial council and through
it a policy of investigation of cam
pus problems was made possible.
O f this last year's paper, the Pres
ident says in his report to the trus
tees, “Its vigor and energy were
matched by few papers anywhere.
If the new editors will bring the
-ame courage and intelligence to
bear . . . the paper will have a dis
tinctive place among college jour
nals."
In addition to this important con
tribution to the college, Mr. Clapp
was active in all but his juniur
year as a member of Mr. Franzke's
debate squads. He was a member
of the Student Senate during all
four years, and played an im 
portant part in drafting the plan
and constitution of the present All
College Club.
If enough student interest is
manifested Mr. Megrew. instruc
tor in Art. sees possibilities of
the organization of a Lawrence
College Camera Club. Those who
are interested should get busy
now and begin taking pictures
Mr
Megrew would be very
grateful if students would regis
ter their interest with him.
April 20 to May 5 is the date
set for the annual spring exhibi
tion of photographs taken by
students The success of the ex
hibition depends on the coopera
tion of the students.

been happy at the moat, darling.
And I have been eloquent—for the
first time.
Christmas was wretched without
you. I simply haunted the streets
about your estate.
One night,
Christmas eve I think. I sealed the
wall, ran over the snow to that
large window behind your father's
leather chair, and looked in. For
awhile no one appeared, and I had
time to reconstruct the picture of

that night when you presented me
to the noble Sir Archibald III and
to feel the same jumping electric
shocks up and down my spine as
Sir Archy said, over his glass,
“Ah. good evening, young man."
At any moment I expected him to
ask whether I came to collect for
the Saturday Evening Post or the
daily paper. But to get back to
this Christmas eve: finally your dog
trotted in, leaped to the ‘‘sacred
scat” where he coiled like a spring
and looped his tail over his nose
You know I never liked that pooch,
dear, but when Clarence came in
and rounded him out to wherever
he is supposed to stay, somehow it
hurt me. It was so characteristic
of the entire family. They're al
ways herding one another around to
suit their own particular whims.
By the way, do you know by any
chance whether your ancestors
were or were not shepherds?
So Christmas was a complete
failure. I had visions of you danc-

F a c u lty and
Students Pull
Jokes, Pranks
It might be a suggestion to the
college to leave a few back number
publications in the elevator at Sage
Hall. Life in a temperamental lift
can be very dull, Fred says the
trouble Is with the buttons. You
have to jiggle them a while. Last
week two girls had to spend a
monotonous moment of being im
prisoned in the elevator cage when
it stoped all operations between
floors. They emerged quite an
noyed by the predicament they had
experienced and now use the north
or south staircases exclusively.
• • •
Three days before the event of
mid-year finals and before the
history making decision of our fac
ulty the geology class gathered to
gether for a solemn last day review.
Mr. Delo was delivering a speech
of self-experience concerning the
final in his course. Back in their
seats the students, realizing a cer
tain doom, drank in every word.
Yes, they were going to study just
as he said. Mr. Delo stopped for a
moment and thep in mighty elo
quence said, “For God’s sake don't
get jittery!”
• • •
And then there are the two girls
who spent a charming evening toss
ing snowballs down on unsuspect
ing escorts emerging from Sage at
12 o'clock. Quite a battle ensued,
but the snow on the roof gave out,
and besides, the men couldn't throw
as high as fourth.
ing aboard ship with some smooth
faced Bostonian who looked ever
so dashing in his tuxedo, and who
whispered the essence of the world's
knowledge in your pink ear. Ah,
that eastern culture. That is what
I feared all along, deep, deep in
side me. You may ask the differ
ence betwen eastern culture and
midwestem culture, or eastern cul
ture and western culture, or midwestern culture and western cul
ture. and you probably will. But
I will only say as was said to
Geòrgie Shaw's little black girl,
that “that is only asking conun
drums. That is not playing the
game." But we were speaking of
your pink ear. But the way. how
it the one I bit in the street car. or
was it the omnibus* the day before
you sailed? Carnivorous, you said.
Well, carnivorous or no, I’m still
your
ROBERT
I hope. . . .
(For answer, turn to page seven)

W . S . P a tte r s o n
C om pany
A p p leton , W is.

213 E. College Ave.

ANNOUNCING

PETTIBONE’S Beauty Shop

A Weekly Amateur Nite
nl the old fashioned variety
To lie held every Friday.

I

he prefers his hibernation. The
brief tete-a-tete of the sun and
the annually functioning barometer
convinced Monsieur Groundhog
that even though winter tomes,
spring is still pretty far behind. So
modestly he retired.
You may just as well keep your
galoshes out and hang on to those
ear-muffs. There is still skating,
of course, and tobogganing, and
slides on the sidewalk, but we do
wish that groundhog would be more
sociable. He most be an intro
vert And malajusted . . . he needs
more violet rays. . . .
drivers we've seen in a new Law
rence—-Ben Passman.

Good luck to one of the best

M att Schmidt & Son Co.
HATTERS— CLOTHIERS— FURNISHERS
Since 189«
Come In and hrowse around:

Ballroom and
Dance Novelties
Paper Hat« — Balloons — Noise Makers
Favors — Decorations
Only the best are available thru this office

ATLAS Specialty Co.
Olympia Bldg.
Tel. 6411
(We guarantee 36 hour service on all novelties)
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The Groundhog couldn't Wike it
. . . he went down again for a
count of six weeks. He took the
fatal look at the sun Saturday
morning, and flipping bis tail non
chalantly at his own shadow re
turned to obscurity. To him that
“Blow, blow, thou winter wind”
stuff is just so much cold air, and

O R C H E S T R A S a n d E n t e r t a in m e n t

ll^Peggy Wonders
Irene Gertz
Alex Narf
Willabelle Patten

if

you say ten cents?”
The Lawrence Campus
A Spearmint Life-Saver: “The
end of a perfect smoke.”
The Lawrence Artist Series
Like a General Motors product—
“Leader in style, leader in per
formance, leader in value.”
The Lawrence Russell Sage
With Oldsmobile appeal: "One
look makes you want it; one ride
proves you’re right.”
Blatz popularity: “The best what
gives.”
Streamlined construction: “Body
by Fischer.”
The Lawrence Ormsby
As is Cliquot Club: “Party pref
erence."
“All dressed up to go places.”
Kool distinction: “No foolin',
they’re coolin’.”
The Lawrence Brokaw
Like Spud smokers: “For people
who don’t like their fun confined.”
Cracker jack taste: “The more
you eat the more you want.”
With Listerine experience: “The
germ nobody nows.”
The Lawrence Pan Hell
Like the cigarette habit: “I’d
walk a mile.”
With Glycerine comfort: ‘‘Forget
freeze worries all winter long.”
The Lawrence Snider
Coca-cola smoothness: fO-o-o-oh
for the pause that refreshes.”
Secure as real estate: “There’s no
place like home.”
A necessity: “Get a lift with a
Camel.”
The Lawrence Tom Temple
As do Ingersolls: “They keep time
for one and one-half million chil
dren.”
The Lawrence Exam
With Ovaltine assurance: “No
more sleepless nights."
Hydraulic comfort: “Rely on your
'breaks’ instead of your horn."
The Lawrence Library
Like Chase and Sanborn: “It's
dated.”
The Lawrence Faculty
With Chesterfield m ild n e s s :
“They satisfy.”
If you appreciate these features
. . . act immediately. "Even your
best friend won’t tell you” . . . find
out for yourself.

Established in 1870

Personality Finger Wave
by our coiffure artists - •

■
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John Boettiger Strolling on a
Weds Daughter of Day in October
BY BETSY ASHE
It
was
noon of a day in October.
Pres. Roosevelt I was strolling
down the walk from
the Conservatory to Ormsby. A
o f Cappella had just been dismissed,
and the melodies were still run
D r . L o u is B o e t t ig e r , Is
ning through my mind. There was
no hurry, and it was pleasantly
N e w s p a p e r W r ite r
warm and windy, and the sun was
shining through the yellow-leafed
Eligible bachelors throughout the poplars, making shade • patterns
nation who base their hopes of suc down the walk. The colors were
cess on the possibility of a marital soft, and you could smell the au
union w'ith some such celebrity as a tumn — fires, and purple, and crisp
brown leaves. There were the
princess, or say a President’s houses, and the trees, and Brokaw,
daughter, sighed dolefully several and the wind, yet I didn't seem to
weeks ago when the marriage of be there at all; I seemed to be ab
’A nna Roosevelt Dali, beautiful sorbing everything, but without
daughter of the chief executive, was marring the quiet by my actual
presence.
announced.
And I know that I was happy,
However, the engagement of the
president's daughter held more sig and in a sort of ecstasy of indif
nificance to I.awrentians than the ference thoughts of the morning’s
occurrences drifted through my
consciousness: French unprepared:
a wretchedly bad session in piano;
a committee report not done; laun
dry case not mailed in time: stock
ings to darn: “necessities of life” —
but how depressingly prosaic! And
I knew also, then, that I didn't care
about my studies, nor about any of
the other “have to be done” things,
and that I could go on indefinitely
getting bad French marks and runs
in my stockings, and my piano
teacher could scream and criticize
until my eyes were scalded out, but
those things could never touch me
or make me unhappy, because there
would always be that something
there is in. for instance, the walk
from the Conservatory to Ormsby,
to make me forget about them. And
I pity the poor souls whose whole
happiness in college depends on an
“A” in Math, and whose whole hap
piness in life will quite likely de
pend on whether the breakfast cof
fee is hot or lukewarm; and I feel
quite sincerely sorry for those peo
ple who are just worried to death
because
they
can't
remember
whether Mrs. Murphy's son’s name
1; John or James.
I know that education says I'm
wrong, that I must care: that after
all I am just an ordinary person
and if I were a genius or Charles
A. Lindbergh it might be differ
ent, but as it is there is no excuse
fbr not caring about — well,
studies, for instance, and as long
PEPORTER BOETTIGER
as there are those supporting me
A new deal for the daughter.
who, having this false basis of
happiness, will be much distressed
elimination of a dream-sweetheart. about the inevitable outcome of not
Their attention focused on the caring, I must care. AnH there
lucky bridegroom, as did that of fore it might seem that life were
the nation (minus the bachelors). bitter.
That he was John Boettiger, exBut it isn't because it provides
Chicago Tribune reporter and pres the indoors for caring, and the out
ent big wig in the Will Hay's Movie doors for not caring, and it favors
dynasty meant little or nothing to the not caring, because it allowrs
Lawrence. However, the fact that windows!
John Boettiger, husband to the
president's daughter, is the brother
of Dr. Louis Boettiger, professor of
There will be a frolic at the
sociology, certainly was news, and
Old Alexander Gymnasium at
was treated as such.
7 p. m. tonight.
Colorful Career
John Boettiger's past history typi
fies the glamorous career of a
news hawk. Following naval ser
vice during the war, he entered in
the hectic life of a cub-reporter.
Rapid advancement secured for him
the assignment of covering the mur
der case of the unfortunate Jake
Lingle. His book, “Jake Lingle,"
gives the thrilling inside story of
this case. His reportorial career
reached its height during his suc
cess in covering Roosevelt. Ac
quaintance with the future Mrs.
Boettiger during the campaign con
tinued uninterrupted when he be
came correspondent at Washington.
Severing connection with the frank
ly anti-Roosevelt Tribune shortly
before the wedding he assumed his
You can sleep until
present post as an assistant to Will
Hays
seven-thirty
and still
B r id e g r o o m ,

B r o th e r

According to a message direct
from the Ripon College office on
Thursday morning, twenty-two
cases of scarlet fever have been
reported there. The cases, how
ever. are all light, and no new
ones have been reported during
the last two days. All suspicious
cases have been isolated and are
being carefully watched. Evi
dence indicates that the spread
of contagion is over.
The college i* continuing with
its regular program despite this
misfortune. We extend them our
sympathy and wishes for a
speedy return to normal condi
tions.

For a Neat Appearance
VISIT
the

Hotel Northern Barber
*04 N. Appleton S t

dash
.to your eight
o'clock
class looking
trim and chic if you dash
into one of our

New Spring Prints
Pastel Knit Frocks
Tweed Suits

Grace’s
Apparel
1 0 4 Oneida St.
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last year and that after all you did just as well as the next fellow.
So you won’t talk!
We are going to attempt to profit by these experiences. The suc
cess of our enterprise depends upon whether or not you are truly
liberal arts students. We believe that somewhere in that No Man’s
Land between the sleepy mumblings of a college “newspaper” aud
the shouting of the college “battlefield” there is singing, and we
have faith enough in you to believe that you will understand and
appreciate that singing. We have no intention of presenting to you
a fluffy, luscious, literary fruit, but we are going to attempt to show
that we are liberal arts students with something up our sleeves be
sides a clipping from the high school rag and something in our heads
besides a puff of windy bombast.
We are going to accentuate our feature department and the out
standing creative work on the campus. The Lawrentian is no longer
a paper in which you need feel amazed and ashamed to see something
possessing literary merit. If you have anything to say and an ade
quate, collegiate way of saying it, we want you and we want your
stuff. For once nothing is going to be done to you. You are going
to paint your own picture as liberal arts students on this paper, and
if it looks like a field of jackasses, laugh back at yourselves.
C-. W.

Guilty or Not Guilty?
Question: If you were a juror in
the Hauptmann trial, how would
you vote, considering the evidence
presented in court?
Dr. Crow:
Strong circumstantial evidence
against Hauptmann, but after con
sidering the possibility of error in
this evidence . . . would not send
the defendant to the electric chair.
Dr. Boettiger:
Circumstantial evidence against
Hauptmann not absolute proof that
he was guilty of murder and kid
naping . . . from evidence intro
duced by the defense, it would seem
to be a case in which two or more
were involved , . . would vote for
Hauptmann's acquittal.
Dr. Harvey:
Too many followers of the case
start with assumption that Haupt
mann is guilty . . . evident that the
defendant is directly involved in
case . . . circumstantial evidence
presented not conclusive proof that
Hauptmann is guilty of murder . . .
on charge of murder, would vote
Hauptmann not guilty.
Dr. Bober:
Evidence presented proves Haupt
mann's guilt . . . holds Condon’s
evidence important . . . testimony
of eight handwriting experts proof
that Hauptman wrote ransom note
. . finding of ransom money fur
ther evidence that the defendant
was Involved . . . Hauptmann's evi
dent connection with the ladder
helps to explain his guilt . . . be
lieves Hauptmann a man capable
of such a crime.
Dr. Raney:
Evident that no one saw Haupt
mann commit the crime for which

ASKED TO CRITICIZE
Dr. Trever has been asked to
criticize from a factual standpoint
a new history book, "History of
Western Civilization,” in two vol
umes by Harry Elmer Barnes. The
author is the head of the School of
Social Science in New York. The
present work is soon to be publish
ed by Harcourt, Brace, and Co.
he is on trial . . . at present, cir
cumstantial evidence overwhelm
ingly against defendant . . , would
favor, thinking of the judge as well
as the jury, a verdict followed by
life imprisonment.

Post Vacation
O b se rv ation s
We came back to school with our
eyes open and we observed a lot of
things. One of them is that there
are more smiles and fewer dark
circles among both students and
faculty. The only thing that we
are wondering is what they could
have read.
Another thing that we observed
is that people’s clothes are pressed,
buttons sewed on, in fact there are
even some new garments floating
around the campus.
Pledges are running around
anxiously inquiring their grades
and initiation requirements. Now
don't you wish you had studied?
The book store is doing a big
business. We’ve had this offer sev
eral times, “Let's us buy a book,
and I’ll study it.”
People can't find their classes
which is as good an excuse as any.
Students in “time to be arranged”
classes are assidiously avoiding
their professors.
A lot of students are moving up
to the front seats. The former oc
cupants of those seats are moving
to the back. It just didn't work.
A piece of kindling in the fire
place at Sage has Sloe Gin printed
on it.
We observed the greatest piece of
optimism ever brought to our at
tention. The snow from around
the campus fire-plug has bedh care
fully cleared away.
At Brokaw there is a sudden
popularity of chess. Will the Orms
by buzzers cease entirely to buzz?
The Lawrentian office has been
rearranged as to furniture. And we
thought there was to be no change
in policy.

A Valentine Sale of
« n ..

"

b ijO U
Sheer
Chiffon Hosiery
A $1.00 Value
7

9

c

p ,.

2 Pairs for S i.50
There is no more popular gift for Valentine'«
Day than silk hosiery. We have arranged this
special sale of Bijou Sheer Chiffon Hose at this
time just to accommodate valentine hunters.
Bijou is a favorite for its lovely quality, its
sheer beauty, its perfect fit from top to toe.
These 9100 quality hose are priced at 79c a pair,
2 pairs for $1.50.
— First Floor —

The New Navy Shade in
-Belle Sharmeer Hose “ Marina,” $1.00 pr.
— First Floor —

Valentine Sale of New Washable Capeskin
Slip -on Gloves, very' special at

S i.79 a

pair

— First Floor —

THE PETTIBONE-PEABODY CO. |

rH I
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Institute Shows
Marked Growth
In Five Years

February S, 118V

L i W K IN llA M

Reid Appointed
To Editorship
At Last Meeting

Faculty News

Delta Iota Accepted
A» Member o f Delta
Tau Delta, a N ational

Miss Charlotte M. Lorenz, pro
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
fessor of Spanish, has been grant
Influential role in support of the
ed a leave of absence for the sec
petition.
ond semester. She is now in Sa
Crlehrat«*« F ifth Anniver- vannah, Georgia, after having spent P o s i t i o n o f B uM ine»« M anThe date for formal entry into
the
national organization has not
a
few
days
in
Chicago.
Later
she
wary o f hit Begin
a g e r O p e n to A p 
yet been announced. In all prob
plans to go to the northeastern
ability the initiation will take place
n in g Friday
p lic a n t s
states where she will spend some
during the spring vacation when it
Five years ako, three student* time in Washington, D. C.
Promotion time on the Law- will be possible for a large body
Miss Opal W. Nuss, instructor in rentian staff. At least once and of alumni to attend the cere
carried on their work on the third
mony.
floor of the new Alexander Gym modern languages, will teach Miss often several times a year, the
Delta Iota, soon to become Delta
classes.
The I.awrentian masthead is thoroughly Tau Delta, has played a prominent
nasium, or what was then the In Lorenz's Spanish
stitute of Paper Chemistry. On last French classes formerly instructed revised.
Present changes were role in campus activities for thirtyFriday, Feb. 1, the Institute cele by Miss Nuss will now be taught prccipiated by the resignations of two years. Granted a charter in
brated its fifth anniversary of this by Chester Heule, a former member Robert Krell, former editor-in- 1903, the fraternity was the third
chief, and of Vernon Beckman, for so organized at Lawrence. From
crude beginning.
During this of the foreign language department mer managing editor. The two edi an original nucleus of seven mem
of
the
College.
Miss
Nuss’
German
period it has grown rapidly in both
classes will be taught by Dr. Louis tors, the first a senior, and the ber», the fraternity has acquired
equipment and personnel, while the ^C. Baker, professor of modern lan latter a junior, found that academic a total membership of 375 includ
pressure and approaching compre ing the present chapter of twentyvalue and authenticity of its ser guages.
vice as a scientific institution has
Miss Lorenz will ret in n to active hensive examinations compelled eight active members. An alumni
group, organized in 1910, has giv
been recognized throughout the work on the faculty with the open their withdrawal.
Robert Reid, a member of Phi ! en Delta Iota strong support, es
pulp and paper industry.
ing of school next fall.
Delta Theta, is the newly elected j pecially in its recent effort for na
During the last year the Institute
has been of invaluable aid in the I
~
,
. editor-in-chief. Reporter and as- tional membership. The presence of
grading activities inaugurated b
v
CarJ Hoffman instructor in sistant editor during his freshmim Delta Tau Delta at Lawrence will
the paper industry as a method of I
has ««aln b«*n üfTer<'<J a year, desk editor last year, and up account for the presence of four na
teaching
position for next summer to the present time this year busi
cooperating with the national govtional chapters on
the campus,
at
the
University
of Michigan Bio ness manager. Mr. Reid has had
eminent in its program for indus
which already includes Sigma Phi
logical
Station.
widely varied experience in news Epsilon, Phi Kappa Tau. and Phi
trial recovery. Before the various
Fimnology, a study of fresh wa paper work.
ty|M*s of paper could be classified,
Delta Thcta.
ter
biology,
is
the
course
Mr.
Hoff
and grades established, it was nec
The position of business man
essary that all the papers being man will teach. He had this same ager is now open. All applicants NEW TECHNICAL ASSISTANT
marketed commercially be submit position last summer.
Mr. Louis Taylor has been ap
for this office should be turned
The summer session at the Uni in at Mr. Watt’s office by noon pointed to the Institute Staff in the
ted to a comprehensive testing pro
gram, Because of its unusually versity of Michigan Biological Sta Wednesday, February 13.
capacity of Technical Assistant, His
complete equipment the Institute tion begins about June 25 and con
At the Board of Control meeting work will be in the Code Testing
was chosen by a number of grad tinues till August 18 It presents a January 23, no further mention Department.
ing associations _ for this work. worthwhile opportunity for stu was made of the proposed change
Mr. Taylor was formerly a stu
work in biology.
Thousands of tests were made, the dents to do field
of date for the election of the edi dent at Syracuse University, at
• • *
results of which have served as a
Troy, N. Y. Since that time, and
Dr. M. C. Towner, director of ad tor and business manager. Former until he received his appointment,
scientific foundation for the grad
ly
it
was
suggested
that
the
date
ing structure in force at the present missions at Lawrence college, will bq changed from May to February he was employed by the Oswego
attend the fifth district meeting of
time
so that seniors would be able to Paper Corporation at Oswego, N. Y.
The Institute was organized in the American Alumni council in devote their remaining time to in
1D29 with a three-fold purpose: the Chicago Friday and Saturday and tensive study and review for com
training of men fitted to cope with will bo one of the speakers in a prehensive examinations.
the technical problems peculiar to panel discussion of problems of
Another important change in
the pulp and paper industry, the membership. The fifth district of Lawrentian personnel took place
the
council
includes
Illinois.
Indi
collection of u library covering
last week when LaVerne Wetzel,
every aspect of paper manufacture, ana. Kentucky. Michigan, Minne administration editor, turned in her
sota.
Ohio.
West
Virginia
and
Wis
and the establishment of modern
resignation.
She had held the
laboratories equipped to carry on consin.
position since last spring and had
• • •
fundamental research of benefit to
served as a reporter since the fall
GRADUATE TO I EACH
the paper industry. All three aims
of 1933. In her place Desk Editor
Miss
Esther
Mei
kl",
112
W.
have been fulfilled in the five years
Albert Ingraham appointed Robert
Spring
St..
a
graduate
in
the
class
that the Institute has been in exist
Mott, whose long experience and
of
1933.
lias
received
a
teaching
po
ence.
excellence as a reporter won him
sition
at
the
Antigo
high
school
The Institute is now housed in
the position.
for
the
second
semester.
She
will
two new buildings with thirty-one
teach
Latin
and
English
in
place
students in attendance during the
TELEPHONE 979
present academic year. Financed of the regular instructor who is ab- i
at first by only nineteen Wisconsin sent because of illness.
A. C A R S T E N S E N
While attending Lawrence, Miss
mill«:, its membership has grown to
Manufacturing Furrier
Include thirty-six supporting com Merkle was president of Eta Sigma
panies, with member mills on both Phi, national honorary classical
Remodeling
Repairing
language
fraternity,
and
a
member
coasts. It has been necessary, in
112 S. Morrison Street
of
Phi
Beta
Kappa,
national
hon
order to adequately handle the in
Appleton, Wis.
creased teaching and research pro- orary scholastic fraternity.
rram and expanding administra
tive duties, to increase the techni- |
eal and administrative staff from
the original ten to forty-six.
During the first five years, eighty
of your ice supply!
•hldents have matriculated at the
Institute. These students have rep
Use Pure, Clear, Sparkling
resented forty-three college* and
universities and twenty states.
Through its affiliation with Law- j
rence College, the Institute has, in
this period, granted nine degrees oi I
Doctor of Philosophy and thirtythree degrees of Master of Science.
Institute students are now located
In twenty-nine paper mills, with {
Phone 2
four in allied industries and six in
chemical research.
Since 1930, the curriculum has I
crown both in extent and intensity. I
The number of courses offered has
boon greatly increased. While only i
nine courses were offered when the
institute was organized, the curric- i
ithim today embraces over twenty- ,

A Cappella Choir
Leaves on Third .
Midwinter Tour
C arl

W a te rm a n

D ir e c t i n g

C h o ir o n T o u r T h r o u g h
F o u r

S t a l » 1 *«

Last Friday
afternoon the A
Cappella Choir left on its third an*
nual mid-winter tour under the
direction of Dean Carl .! Water
man.
Friday evening the choir sang
at the First Methodist Episco
pal church of Milwaukee; Satur
day afternoon at the Union league
club of Chicago Sunday afternoon
at the University of Chicago chapel
and Sunday evening at Hemenway
Methodist Episcopal church of
Evanston, 111.
The choir also performed at York
Community high school, Elmhurst,
111., Monday evening Feb. 4 broad
cast from station W. M A. Q from
12:15 to 12:30 Tuesday afternoon,
Feb. 5. It sang at the First Metho
dist Episcopal church of South
Bend, Ind., Wednesday evening,
Feb. 6; at the First Baptist church
of Joliet 111., Thursday evening,
Feb. 7. The remaining performances
will be at the First Presbyterian
church of Savanna. 111., Friday
evening, Feb. 8; the First Congrega
tional church oI Dubuque, Iowa
Saturday evening, Feb. 9; the First
Methodist church of Monroe, Sun
day afternoon, Feb. 10; First Mcthodist Episcopal church of Madison,
Sunday evening, Feb. 10; Roose
velt junior high school.

CONSIDER THE SOU RCE
M ANUFACTURED IC E

L U T Z IC E CO.
20 h o u rs p e r d a y

For you to Dine and Dance with us -

Turn to page 6

Henry N. Marx

We keep open each day
from 6 :3 0 A. M. to 2:30 A. M .

212 E. College Ave.

La Villa Restaurant

B U L L E T IN

C lo t h e s P r e s s e d

Quality Jeweler

We will consider a limited
number of selected stu
dents experienced in circula
tion work, will also consider
experienced Team Captain tor
Trip-Around The-World this
Summer. We represent all
select National Publications
of International appeal, l oi
details write givinj previous
experience.

SUITS, OVERCOATS, DRESSES ,ind LADIES

COATS

5 C o lu m b u s C ircle

New V nrk

F O R

. . . .

MEN'S PANTS

..........................

i

?

m

sportswear
office wear
home wear
any where

In splendid variety of
style* and fabric* —
yon will like the I'eel
ef our sweater* — tha
pattern* — the soft
ness of the yarn — the
well chosen colors —
their splendid appear
ance when on — the
economical prices.
A few are displaced
in our window.

15c

$2.50 to $6

T A IL O R - M A D E SU IT S . . . $22.50 up

C la r k ’s T a ilo r S h o p
(Formerly Clark’s Cleaners)

p r ,

for
for
for
for

P R E S S E D

E xpert R epair W o rk and A ltering on Clothes

M. A . S*eete

SWEATERS

BRIGGS HOTEL BLDG.

Thiede Good Clothes

February S, 193ft

TSX
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Lawrence Cagers Leave on Northern Trip
Vikings to Meet
Carleton Tonight
In Return Game
R e g u la r

P r a c t ic e .

Greeks Complete
Basketball Play

TO MEET VIKES THURSDAY

Kps
ish

K e tn r n

Northfield. Minn., Feb. 4—
Hopes of the Carleton basketball
team for a place in the sun of
the Midwest conference were
seriously jarred today when it
was learned that Frank Okoren,
veteran forward, would not be
in school during the second se
mester.
Okoren is dropping out of
school for financial reasons, and
it was not known whether he
would return to Carleton before
the second semester of next year.
He was counted as a likely be
ginning forward in Coach Mar
shall Diebold's revamped lineup
for the remaining games of the
basketball schedule. Recognized
as a dead shot and as a fast,
close-guarding floor man, Okoren’s loss comes as a heavy jolt
to the aspirations of the Carls.
Coach Ray Conger had been
planning on using Okoren in the
pole vault and in the discus in
track this spring.
or by any means prove, that Law
rence does not have a chance. As
b matter of fact, hopes are high in
Coach Denney's ranks for at least
an even break on this trip. Al
t' ough Mr. Denney knows exactly
what to expect tonight from Coach
Diebold and his boys, he also real
izes that Macalester power is not all
hidden and a tough assignment is
•head.
Because of this the Vikes have
held regular practices during the I
time between semesters, in spite of
the scarlet fever scare. They now
feel that with the addition of Char
les Pfeifer, who has become eligible
and returned to the squad, that
their team will be much harder to
h at this time. Some shifting has
been done and much time taken for
the improvement of both offense
and defense.
Pfeifer at Center
Pfeifer seems to be a fixture at
center because of his experience,
ball-handling ability, and floor
work. Bob Colier, however, is sure

HAMBURGER
CHARLEY

I . ’ s F in 
W ith

INTERKRATERN ITY BASKET
BALL STANDINGS
W. L. Pet
Beta Sigma Phi
Delta lota
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Phi Delta Theta
Phi Kappa Tau
Delta Sigma Tau
Psi Chi Omega

H opes

Tonight the Viking basketball
team invades the far north still
seeking its first major win of the
season, when it meets Carleton at
Northfield, Minnesota. This week
end trip also Includes a game with
Macalester College of St. Paul to
morrow night, Saturday, February
tf
All indications are that both
gumes will be closely contested.
Carleton’s lineup, which proved to
be too much for Coach Denney's
boys when it swamped them by a
score of 35-23 late last semester,
has remained intact; and Macalester
also shows very much power for a
small school if one uses compara
tive scores and competition met as
an Indication. Macalester holds a
win over St. Thomas College, which
everyone thought had one of the
better teams in the small-college
league of the Middle West, and also
a win over Cornell College on Cor
nell's floor. Something interesting
in the fact that Macalester has
b'lten Hamline.
Hamline has
beaten St. Olaf's, and Carleton
had a hard time edging out the
Saints. All this does not show,

D.

V ic to r ie s

O f P f e i f e r In c r e a s e s
V ik e s

and

Season

TOMMY DYER
G uard

B IL L E M E R Y
Forward

1934 R E C O R D

1934 R E C O R D

SI PRIMACY CUP STANDINGS
Delta lota
1140
Beta Sigma Phi
97*
Sigma Phi Epsilon
!«M)
Phi Della Theta
~'t0
Phi Kappa Tau
i<>0
Delta Sigma Tau
:;o«
Psi Chi Omega
ill

Lake F o r e s t ______

Lake Forest

Milw. Engineers

A lu m n i _

Lake Forest

16

Lake Forest

Fma! games in the Interfratcrnity
Basketball League showed the Si*
COACH R A L P H JO N ES
Eps lipping the undefeated Beta»
from the top to a three-way tie lor
first place as the D. I.'s took a t'or•feit from the Delta Sigs. The Betas
completed their schedule with one
sided victories over Delta Sigm»
Tau and Phi Kappa Tua. The Sig
Eps had little trouble with the Psi
Chis, but subdued a fighting Phi
Delt squad only after an overtime
period was added to the regular
game
The D. I.'s won handily
from the Psi Chis by a tremendou*
offense that rolled up 72 points, and
had little trouble with the Phi
Taus, playing most of the name
with reserves.
1935 SQUAD
The three-way tie for the first
position does not disturb the posi
tions of the leaders for the suprem
In the upper right picture Ik Bill Emery. Lake Forest stellar forward who the Vikes must stop if they
acy cup in the final standings, each
iutend to beat the f oresters. The diminutive Emery is a consistent high scorer and seldom misses a free
of the three scoring 270 points each.
throw. He made eight straight against Lawrence on his home court. The upper left inset is Tommy
The Phi Delts increased their lead
Dyer whose defensive work against Lawrrnre ear Her in the season stopped the Vikes’ offen>e.
over the Phi Taus by scoring 170
Members of the 1935 squad are: back row, left to right. D. Holmes, manager, from Sheridan. Wyoming.
points to the latter’s 120 Delta Sig
Paul Clark of Berwyn, Illinois, George Gruendel of Chicago. Keith Cady of Brimfield, Illinois, llarry
ma Tau scores 70 points with fifth
Koqte of Libertyville, Ray Evans of Paxton. Illinois, .lobbie Eiserinan of Libertyrille, Illinois, Anton
place, and the Psi Chis take 20
Fuchs of Lake Forest, and Coach Jones. In the front row. left to right, ire : Tommy Oyer of Iron
points.
Mountain, Michigan, Clayton Christensen of Waukegan. Illinois, Willard Daiker of ChicaRO, Mel.
The next event on the Interfra
Rouse of Libertyville, Bill Emery of Highland Park, Illinois, and Evert Larsen of Iron Mountain, Michigan.
ternity schedule will be swimming

Armour Tech

M ilw . Engineers

to see action, having shown much
improvement in the last couple of
weeks. Clift Osen and Powers will
probably start at forwards, with
Bill Blum and Dave Jones back as
two capable alternates. Dave has
been ill recently but is in shape to
play part of the time anyway.
"Whistling" Bill Brackett and Burt
Ashman will pair up as guards.
Straubel has had • lame back, due
to a fall, but will be ready to help.
There is some chance that Pfeifer
be shifted to a guard position, and
Ashman to a forward position. Both
boys are well acquainted with these
positions and they could easily fill
the bill.

E gioff Addresses
Chemical Society
The Northeastern Wisconsin sec
tion of the American Chemical So
ciety met last evening, February 7,
at the Institute of Paper Chemistry.
Dr. Gustav Egioff, chief chemist of
the Universal Oil Products Co.,
Chicago, spoke on the subject "The
Oil Cracking Process and Its Prod
ucts.” Dr. Egioff is an internation
ally known authority on this sub
ject and is the author of “Earth
Oil,” a book recently added to the
college library.

C r ib b a g e o r C h e s s
offer interesting diversion and plea
sant recreation to the student.
Sets, boards, and books on t\,ie<e
games in a wide price range.

Valley Sporting Goods Company
211 North Appleton Street

All Leather

—

Phone 2442 —

HANDBALL GLOVES
Padded Palm
Ventilated Back

POND SPORT SH OP

F o r B e tte r M e a ts
• • •

S t•

11

233 East College Avenue

FOR GOOD EATS

L o w e r

317 E. COLLEGE AVE.

JUST RECEIVED
a New Shipment of

J. G. Mohr— Piano Tuner

HANDBALL GLOVES

Piano Technician for Lawrence College and Conservatory
these 20 years.

C o st

• f

(a) 79c, 98c and 1.15
HANDBALLS

.........

30c

KAUFMAN HDWE.
and

Sport Goods

324 E. College Avenue

! BONINI FOOD MARKET

THE
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Intramural Sport
Program
Begins
©
D
H iin d b u ll, S w im m in g
W r e n lliiif !
T he

and

H ead
L is t

(>irlh K itiin h P la y i n
V o lle y b a ll T o u r n a m e n t
The interclass volleyball tourna
ment was brought to a finish when
the frosh defeated the sophs 15-10,
13-15, 13-3; and the seniors stop
ped the strong attack of the juniors
by the scores 16-14, 1-15, 15-12.
The frosh-sophomore game was
marked by accurate serve* and
good, well-placed volleying, with
the freshmen having just enough
edge to defeat their seniors. The
junior-senior game was curious as
to its outcome all through the
series, especially in the second
game, when, due to the brilliant
serving of Lucille Carr and Billy
Harms, who both scored seven
points in a row, the juniors com
pletely upset the seniors In the
second game. By the start of the
third game, however, the seniors
had regained their equilibrium and
decisively defeated the juniors.

LAWRENTIAN

Institute Shows
Marked Growth
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4
five courses. A division of physics
has been established, and at the
present time three men are direct
ing study and research in this field.
Studies in fiber microccopy and
photomicrography are being carried
on as a major project. The scope
of the work in pulp and paper test
ing has been greatly enlarged and
whenever possible, special empha
sis is laid on actual mill experience.
As new equipment, making possible
more precise and varied techniques,
has been added, existent courses
have been intensified.
•
Dedicated in 1932, the J. A. Kim
berly Memorial building houses a
very complete library pertaining
to pulp i^nd paper manufacture. The
library has grown rapidly until at
the present time it contains approx
imately 4800 books and bound per
iodicals in the technical library,
with nearly 600 volumes in the
recreational library. More than 100
technical periodicals, in seven lan
guages, arc received monthly. Ab
stracts of important arteles appear
ing during each month are publish
ed in a monthly library bulletin,
which is sent to member mills.
Translations and preparation of
special bibliographies are other li
brary services available to mem
bers of the Institute.
An expanding research program
has been a natural corollary of ad
ditional equipment and increased
personnel. Specialized research lab
oratories of many types have been
established. The latest is an in
strumentation laboratory for the
construction and testing of physi
cal instruments. In these labora
tories have been gathered, through
the cooperation of many individuals
and companies, optical equipment,
photographic equipment, specific
apparatus for use in the various
branches of colloid and physical
chemistry, the various types of pulp
testing and paper testing equipment
and semi-commercial equipment for
cooking, bleaching, and stock prepa
ration.
On June 8. 1931, the corner-stone
of the first Institute building was
laid, and on September 23. 1931, the
building was formally dedicated,
with Dr John H. Finley, editor of
the New York Time's, as the prin
cipal speaker.
At this time Mr. Mahler of the
Kimberly-Clark Corporation an
nounced a gift of $100,000 to the In
stitute from James C. Kimberly of
Neenah. This fund was used to
erect the second Institute building,
the J. A. Kimberly Memorial li
brary, which was dedicated in 1932.
The Board of Trustees of the In
stitute is headed by Ernst Mahler,
Neenah, as president, and D. C.
Everest. Wausau, as vice president.
Henry M. Wriston is director of the
Institute and secretary of the
Board, with Westbrook Steele as
executive secretary, and Ralph
Watts as treasurer. Dr. Otto Kress,
as technical director, supervises all

Couch Percy Clapp has announc
ed Itis intramural sports program
(or the .second semester. Singles
and doubles in handball will start
Immediately; this includes inter
class competition and will result in
the school championship.
Sport adherents in Brokaw Hall
and nearby commuters will hold a
swimming meet on February 7. The
inter-class swimming meet will be
held Saturday, February 8. The
fraternity teams will swim Thurs
day, February 14.
Preliminary wrestling and quali
fying rounds for intramural wres
tling will get under way during the
swimming meets.
Inter-school
wrestling will begin Feb. 11 and 12.
The first inlra-mural meet will
be held Saturday. February 16, at
the new Alexander Gym. Ripon
will furnish the opposition in the ( lo m iiiit t e e O r g a n iz e * N e w
various events—wrestling, volley
ball, .skating, badminton matches,
P la n f o r B a s k e tb a ll
and rifle match. Pete Traas will
S c h e d u le
captain the wrestling team. The
team will include various weights. |
I2S pound, 135 pound, 145 pound,
At the last meeting of the W. A.
15S pound. 165 pound, 175 pound, A board, their budget of $452.50
and heavyweight. Gram will cap was approved and allotted propor
tain the volleyball team which will tionately among the various sports
play three out of five matches. Jer lor the rest of the year. They also
ry Heeker will lead the skaters appointed a committee to investi
while Bill Watkins will lead the gate and devise a new organized
Viking sharpshooters.
plan for a 4:00 o’clock recreational
On February 23 the Vikings will hour to be held four days a week.
act as hosts to the Milwaukee
The committee, consisting of
Teachers. This meet will include Helen Ruud, president of W. A. A.
events in wrestling, volleyball, stu board: Ethel Helmcr, chairman of
dent and faculty matches, handball, the intersorority council; and Marswimming and probably skating. garget Butler, and assisted by Miss
Gmelner will captain the handball McGurk, director of women's ath
team and Schler the swimmers.
letics. organized the following plan:
A match with the University of On Monday the basketball schedule
Wisconsin at Madison is tentative. is—frosh vs. juniors, and sophs vs.
The proposed dates are March 2 seniors; on Wednesday—frosh vs.
and 9.
sophs, and juniors vs. seniors; on
Thursday—frosh vs. seniors, and
sophs vs. juniors; on Friday night
D e b a te T e a m * B e g in
open play will be held and there
H e a v y P a r t o f S c h e d u le will be no particular pairing of
teams. The teams will not play
After their extended vacation, continuously, but will alternate.
Tawrence's intercollegiate debaters
The committee has also organized
are again ready to resume their ac a point system whereby if a class
tivities tinder the coaching of Prof. has a team out on a practice night
Franzke. The opening of the sec they earn five points and the classes
ond semester finds them prepared that win the games earn ten more
to enter into the heavier part of points. Plus a record of the class
their schedule.
teams, an individual record will
The first campus debate of the also be kept. The individual rec
season was held Monday evening ords will aid the class managers in
between the Wheaton College af selecting class teams when the bas
firmative and I-awren re negative ketball season comes to an end on
on the question. Resolved: That all March 15th. The tournament will
collective bargaining should be ne be held March 18. 19, and 21.
gotiated through non - company
The basketball managers are Luunions, safeguarded by law. The cillc Hoffman, senior; Lucille Carr,
affirmative was upheld by Kenneth junior: Doris Bennie, sophomore;
Knight and Chariot! Treoutman of and Alice Holloway, freshman: the
Wheaton while Delbert Schmidt board also decided in favor of hav
and Willard Shibley, both of Law ing all class managers attend board
rence. supported the negative. Tues meetings.
day evening this same negative
team met Cecil Nickel and Wallace FIELD PRACTICE IN LIBRARY
Miss Alice Haskinson. a graduate
Robertson, the Carroll affirmative
debaters, before the Manitowoc Ki- of Rockford College and at present
kanis Club on the collective bar a Library school stude it in Madi
son. will do her field practice work
gaining issue.
Before a church audience Sunday in the Lawrence library this month.
evening. Margaret Mercer and Mary She arrived Wednesday and will
Jean Carpenter will meet a Beloit stay until March 7.
College men’s team on the Identical
question. The following Tuesday
evening the girls’ negative will
travel to Oshkoih where they will
meet the Oshkosh affirmative and
continue on to Berlin to debate the
collective bargaining proposition
before the Parent-Teacher Associa
F r ie n d s O f L o n g E n d u r a
tion The negative will be upheld
by Marjorie Fulton and Marjorie
Hall
All of these debates are non-decision contests since funds are lack
ing to obtain a competent critical
judge. At present most colleges
have been compelled to adopt this
Our Rental Service is Complete
pllm because of necessary econ
omies.

Sports Budgeted
By W. A. A. Plan
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Sport Shorts

All-Fraternity
Team Is Picked

While other schools rest to take
exams, Lawrence basketeers have
F r a t e r n it ie s R e p r e 
been cramming for ten straight F o u r
days to prepare for Carleton and
s e n te d o n A ll- F r a t e r n 
Macalester . . An up and coming
it y B a s k e t b a ll T e a m
guard spends his vacation shopping
with the girl friend and meets with
ALL FRATERNITY BASKET
an old acquaintance . . . a veteran
BALL TEAMS
forward inveigled him to drive him Forward—June, Beta Sigma Phi
over one hundred miles so’s he Forward—Morrison, Sigma Phi Ep
silon
could see the home folks.
('enter—Leason, Delta lota
This year’s interfraternity bas Guard—Eberhardy. Sigma Phi Ep
silon
ketball duplicated the proceedure
of 1931-32 when the Betas beat the Guard—McKahn, Delta Iota
D. I.’s and lost to the Sig Eps; the
SECOND TEAM
D. I.’s beat everyone but the Betas
Forward—Krohn, Delta Iota
and the Sig Eps took it easy with
everyone but the D. I.’s . . . This Forward—Hecker, Phi Delta Theta
Center—Triggs, Beta Sigma Phi
department fails to agree with the
staff and selects the following all- Guard—Graef, Beta Sigma Phi
fraternity club team. Jones and Guard—Fritz, Sigma Phi Epsilon
Bleiclc, forwards: Triggs, center;
The fraternity basketball season
Heideman and Graef at the guards!! h: 3 ended and that means it is time
John Breen has been appointed
assistant to Coach Lampe . . . His for the Lawrentian to indulge in the
first duty was to tape the ankle of annual custom of picking the allone of the Carroll co-eds.
GretK cage five. Sigma Phi Epsi
Marsh Diebold has placed in a
lon. Beta Sigma Phi, and Delta
coaching position every graduate of
his physical education course. . . . Iota tied for the title and naturally
It looks as if Lawrenc^ might most of the outstanding material
meet Purdue's boilermakers in an played on their teams.
athletic home and home, contest
Three men stood out from the
soon. Come out and watch Law
rence play Ripon in badminton or field. John Jones, the Beta for
perhaps it is at badminton.
ward, was high scorer in the loop,
Ripon has been hit by the scarlet and one of the fastest men on the
fever plague, and several! of the '
floor. Jones is a repeater on the
team members have come down I
with the malady. It would be too honor selection, also placing on the
bad if these were star performers first team last year. Elsworth Eberon the Ripon squad for it would hardy, diminutive Sig Ep guard,
no doubt be the end of Ripon's was also selected last year. Ha
hopes for a Midwest champion made up for his lack of size with
ship. Right now the Redmen of speed, good ball handling, and fine
Ripon are tied with Cornell for defensive play. John Leason of
Midwest Conference honors and Delta Iota is selected to hold down
are leading the Big 4. Carroll not the pivot position; he outplayed
every center opposing him. and was
yet heard from in state play.
second in scoring.
The other two positions are hard
research and technical activities er to pick. Bruce Morrison, a Sig
carried on at the Institute. The re Ep. and Eugene Krohn, a D. I., are
maining members of the Board are; both good forwards, but Morrison
Monroe A. Wertheimer, Thilmany w ir; the first team selection by a
Pulp and Paper Company: Dan K. shade. He Is, perhaps, the most im
Brown, Neenah Paper Company; H. proved player in the league, a fair
P. Carruth. Mead Corporation: shot, fast, and capable of going a
Hugh Strange, John Strange Paper full game at top speed. Morrison
Company; and E. A. Charlton, In makes an ideal running mate for
ternational Paper Company.
Jones.
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New Soort Begins
As Ribbing; Starts
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
When, in the Greek theatre,
well known Greek man of letters,
government, or army were satirized
by some comic poet, these men rose
from the audience so that the popu
lace could compare the original
with the imitation on the stage. I
have no doubt but that secretly
they desired to reach out and wring
the necks of the entire dramatis
personae, but they were intelligent
enough, sufficiently civilized so that
they understood it to be fun. Theirs
was an intellectual society, not an
emotional. Where there is «feeling
there can be no fun. The oversen
sitive person has no sense of humor.
Life is tragedy to him all of the
time. It is not in the dull, the
driven society that the comic poet
finds release.
Heaven knows we have follies
enough which might be attacked
cleverly, yet openly, yet frankly
for the intelligent society. Why
then this overhanging of the melo
dramatic? Why are we a basket of
feeling? How did we “get that
way"?
It has been claimed that the com
ic flourishes in the society where
woman is nearest or ?qual to the
station of man. This well may be,
but what, then, is our trouble to
day? In general, throughout the
world today woman is on a much
higher level than in the latter nine
teenth century. Perhaps the war
had much influence. But It is ap
parent that this is not the only
qualification of the field for the
comic. Could it not be, perchance,
that our great cities, our world
consciousness, our hurry and our
desire for the material wealth of
the world have not contributed to
the loss of our sense of humor? You
may point to our early small com
munities and their lack of the
comic, but then another qualifica
tion held them back, namely, their
very priqjitiveness. There was no
time to consider life a comedy
when wolves sharpened their teeth
on the pots and pans before gob
bling Grandmother and when In
dians pitched their boy scout tents
in the front yard. Life was tragedy
then, not because of a supersensi
tiveness, but because of the reality
of living, and the difficulty. In an
educated society divided into small
units such as was the Greek, I
maintain that the stage is set for
the comic poet and for the enjoy
ment of comedy by that society.
Only one enemy looms before the
comic then, suppression; and he is
ignorance, the fellow we have pre
supposed dead.
And so to get down to our own
unit of society, the collegiate. We
supposedly meet all qualifications
set down above. Everyone knows
everyone else. We meet in the gym
nasium, the classroom, the library,
the chapel. We live together; we
work together. Here we have the
opportunity to give the satirical
and the comical a personal stamp
which all living and brilliant com
edy bore. Everything is set for the
student with a flare for the satiric
and comic. We can rib one another
and expect a gratified response.
Professors are usually a broad and
tolerant lot. It is not from them
that we feel the whip hand of sup
pression. All they ask is that we
do it cleverly.
Then why the
booming silence In this direction?
There are several reasons.
In the first place, if some of the
editorials sent to the Lawrentian
can be considered, we are anything
but intelligent. We rant about imciety.

THE
R e t h ii r t i u i Addressee»

Dear Robert:
For once and just once in your
long life of interpretations in so
far as my actions arc concerned, or
those of my parents for that mat
ter, you have hit upon the truth.
Prepare yourself, then, for the
realization of your most evil ap
prehensions. You have never trust
ed me; you have never believed in
me. You loved me, I know, but
with such a narrow, such a jealous
love that it never had a chance to
live. Away from you I realized
that.
So, my dear Robert, I am mar
ried, not to the Bostonian nor to
any one of the “court-nincompoops,”
but to Hal, the one person we ad
mired together. Is there anything
more to say? I'm sure you under
stand. I could go on to tell you
all the detail of the thing, that we
were married before I left for Eu
rope, before that day we three
talked of my trip at our private
little table at Clancy's. All we
neglected to say, all we could not
say to you that day was that Hal
was coming along; that it was our
honeymoon. That was unjust, I
know, but whatever happened, I
could not hurt you then. And be
ing my selfish self, I could not leave
with the memory of your hurt ex
pression in my mind. This is not
meant to be an excuse, only an
explanation of my unreasonable ac
tion and my lack of courage.
I know what you are saying al
ready: that I do not love him, and
perhaps you are right. We talked
of that. What was it then? Not
his cozy roadster nor his adequate
bank account nor the lovely sum
mer home you know so well. Per
haps these arc reasons enough for
marrying a man, but you know I
would not do i t Perhaps I am
like Willa Cather's Lost Lady or
Morgan's Julie or Chaucer’s Criseyde — born to love; a servant of
love. Perhaps it was you I want
ed all last year when the affair
with Hal was developing; but h?
was here, constantly at my side,
satisfying the longing wracking me.
What I’ll do when things start
nudging above the last thin layer
of golden dirt down on the pasture,
when lilacs bend their heavy,
dewy clusters against my bedroom
window, when sparrows cease their
tuneless clatterings and robins sing
of showers and sunsets and all the
splendour of color and odor, is be
yond me. You were right, dear;
then I will need you to "shout
across the pretty things." I know
it is selfish of me to ask it, but can

agined ills of which we know little
or nothing. We haven't a construc
tive or a sane idea in our pretty
little heads. We have a few mem
bers accomplished in the art of
bombast, no more. In the second
place any institution, however high
it attempts to rise above its so
ciety, must in the end be resigned
to be a part of it. We would un
derstand and appreciate the spirit
in which a satirical account of one
of our policies was set down, but
would the persons who are paying
the freight on the coal with which
we attempt, though vainly, to heat
Main Hall? We must consider them,
remembering that because they are
outside our circle, (yet affecting it)
they could not “get it,” they could
not catch the friendly, satirical spir
it which we should at once under
stand and identify as fun. That is
another way of saying that it is a
pity our society in general is so
bound, hand and foot and tongue,
that it cannot appreciate good com
edy and satire, and consequently,
that it suppresses all creation of
them. It is another way of saying
that although woman is raised to a
level which she attains in no other
country, although we turn thou
sand upon thousands of persons
through the turnstiles of our uni
versities year after year, we are
still primitive intellectually. We
are in little better condition than
are people in those countries w’here
demagogues have educated people
to see life as a tragedy, liia t is
what Miss Waples said, knowing
that we weren't "getting the drift."
We may as well ‘ get it," for here in
this country it is expected you have
it by the bombasters who steer us
about.
However, in spite of these diffi
culties, we can set out in the di
rection of the personal, friendly
satire. Just so long as we can
rcccgnize fun for fun we shall en
joy the most brilliant, the most
splendid of intellectual outlets
From time to time the Lawrentiin
V roposcs to present you with such
a sketch. So that we need not
r.banaon a source of hilarious fun.
we sincerely hope the faculty :ind
the student body recognizes our ef
forts for what they are—hot lem- |
onades.

I

Page Seven
A d m i n i s t r a t i o n Chant;«-«
C h arg e s fo r E x tra H o u r s
The College Administration has
changed the requirements con
cerning payment for extra hours.
The old plan permitted freshmen
to take seventeen hours of work
each semester and other students
fifteen hours per semester. The
new arrangement allows students
to equalize their semester hours
on a yearly basis, so a deficiency
in one semester may be made up
during the following one, with no
extra charge.
Specifically, the new plan allows
.freshmen and sophomores to take
thirty-two hours of work per year,
exclusive of physical education,
without extra charge. Upperclass
men may take thirty-one hours
also exclusive of physical educa
tion. All charges for extra hours
of work will be computed on a
year-hour basis henceforth. This
will result in a considerable sav
ing to many students.

w
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Vt riston Is Elected
Member of National
Advisory Council
Dr. Wriston has been notified of
his election, within the past week,
as an active member of the Nation
al Advisory Council on Radio in
Educaton.
Quoting from the program an
nouncement for the meeting of this
body late last year: ‘‘The Council
is an organization independent of
factions, non-partisan in its proc Hirre, disinterested as to person
nel, and non-commercial in opera
tion.” It’s particular function is to
study the problem of the use of
radio broadcasting in educational
work.
Connected with the council In
the capacity of officers are a num
ber of prominent people. Robert
Millikan is the president, and some
of the other officers are Robert M.
Hutchins, Michael Pupin, Walter
Dill Scott, Norman H. Davis, and
Dorothy Canfield Fisher.

ter of Lawrence Alumni. A dinner
was held at the La Salle hotel,
with Dr. Wriston as the principal
you, would you want to, would you, speaker. Following the dinner, the
for me, stay at the "moat,” darling, entire group attended the concert
never even hoping to cross the of the A Capella Choir.
drawbridge? In other words, will
you continue writing? Hal wants
you to. We were all such grand
friends. And we all need one an
other so . . . Oh, I am not saying
this well. It is very difficult to
say. as you can imagine. The fur
ther I go the more I fear that
somehow it is all a great mistake,
“Love” seems to be the themethat it is unreal, a dream. And it
song this week, and one of the
is too late to become panicy. I
best ways
shall be waiting, dear. Help me
of express
out, please, please. . . .
ing this sen
MARJORY.
timent Is by
visiting the
ATTENDS ALUMNI MEETING
TREASURE
Dr. Wriston last Tuesday attend
B O X fo r
ed a meeting of the Chicago chapgift sugges
tions.
The val
entine selec
tion is the
best we've
seen for a long time. Clever
ones can be found here for the
whole family. Of course, don't
Custom made and
overlook the sweetheart cardsl
from stock.
Perhaps you’d like to remem
Cleaning
ber Her in another way. Have
you seen the new Dobbin Horse
Repairing
and Scottie hankies that the
Remodeling
TREASURE BOX is featuring?
Storage
They, as well as the valentine*,
are most modestly .priced. Lucien LeLong cologne will make
an ideal gift for any young lady,
FURRIER
too. Ah, there is a world of
231 E. College Ave.
lovely gifts from which to
Next to Snider’s
choose at the TREASURE BOX.
• * •
Don't forget the kiddies, big
brothers and sisters. Added to
the children's corner this week
are the darlingest little Alice-inSEE U S F O R C O M P L E T E
Wonderland and Buccancer box
es filled with candy so pure that
the balms can indulge to their
heart's content. Mints and choco
lates in attractive packages for
the grown-ups are also waiting
for your approval, at the
TREASURE BOX.
Do you, too, dread having a
permanent? If so, calm your
fears, girls, and be prepared to
EYESIGHT SPECIALIST
look your nicest on Valentines
121 W. College Ave., 2nd Floor
Appleton, Wl*.
D a y ,
because BEUTOW'S
BEAUTY SHOP has a new
heatless permanent waving ma
chine which has completely done
away with the agency of the oldfashioned process.
The nice
thing about this is that you are
free to move around at your
leisure.
At BEUTOW'S no
more siuling heads and jangled
nerves; make your appointment
soon for one of these ultra-mod
ern permanents.
* • *
The best way of demonstrating
H II/ / / / 1
your HEART interest is by giv
ing the one and
only girl in the
, world a lovely
box of KARL' PACK’S delicious
c h o c o 1a tes, all
hand packed to
suit your taste.
She’ll love ’em!
“ K E E P S T H E F O O T W E L L '*
And here's a se
cret, fellas's. The
prices arc sure
to fit your budg
ets.
For yo-.i OrmsB IG R E D U C T IO N IN S H O E S
by and Sage gals, KARLPACK’s freshly roasted nuts
FOR M EN AND W OM EN
will add just the right touch to
any midnight spread.
Arch-Preserver — Peacock — Tru-Poise
KARL-PACK’S is alway «lad
to deliver to the dorms. Or. it
and Styleez For W omen.
you prefer to take the evening
walk, remember that this out
Arch-Preserver — Nunn-Bush and Bos
standing eat shop is the estab
lishment nearest the campus.
tonian For Men.
After the strenuous Frolic to
night, why not call 4321 and
have KARL-PACK'S send over
some of the delicacies Sor which
they are noted?

For Appointment Phone 2415

Zippe.r Notebooks
b

Brokaw M ail

N e e n a h T u e s d a y (!lul>
Miss Dorothy Bethurum, profes
sor of English, discussed Modern
biography at the Tuesday Club in
Neenah, February 5. She paid
special attention to Roeder’s "The
Man of the Renaissance.”
Miss Bethurum pointed out two
different views of biography; in
one, shown best by Strachey, the
author writes from his own opin
ion. With the other view the au
thor presents the facts of his sub
ject's life and allows the reader to
draw his own conclusions. An ex
ample of the last view is given by
Freeman's "Life of Lee."
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Metaphor» Confuse
The Issue
Beware of colleges and universities i
“I'm alway» kidding my old man
how to make money.”
that art- cyclone cellars, Phil LaFollette J
once warned students and faculty mem- j
bers. Indignation rose in the hearts o f ; the protected life in mentally-isolated
the loyal at this indictment. Others were colleges.
Professors,
students,
group
stirred into action, and the campus re meetings like the last Forum session
verberated for weeks with the delightful, crack bit by bit the often almost empty
pithy metaphor. And then the echoes |shell.
died away.
Last week Norman Clapp was appoint
But recently students again heard the ed to Robert LaFollette’s staff in Wash
familiar phrase. Someone had discovered ington. He deserves commendation: his
that the metaphor was not logically sound education included action.
(a common fault of metaphors). A cy
At Lawrence the metaphors will con
clone cellar, it was said, is a center and tinue to roll in moments of “delightfully
preserver of life in times of stress. Mr. facile talk." But the real student, nonLaFollette meant that the college was politically minded as he may be. will not
preserving the student, completely un stop with a synthesis of the past, but w ill
molested by the problems of the world. weld the present into concepts which w ill
And, of course, a cyclone cellar can hard be a potent force in the future.
ly be called a haven of quiet. He might
have described institutions of learning
The Trend Is National
bettei by calling them opiate cellars— not,
For the second time within one year
mind you, all of them, but some of them.
But metaphors confuse the issue; they the trend toward nationalization of the
merely provide tempting bait for fallacy Greek letter fraternities at Law rence has
itself with
unmistakable
hunters.
Even “opiate cellar’’ has its manifested
force.
Again
the
transitional
period has
drawbacks.
Mr. LaFollette did not mean that stu not been brief; but its sudden culmination
dent life was entirely stagnant intellec is not only the reiteration of new tenden
tually. He realized that many students cies in the general order of fraternities,
were learning fundamental principles of but it is clearly indicative of the pre
life: but he went further. He saw that cision and definiteness with which these
intellectuality, in itself, detached from new tendencies are gaining ground.
Two definite trends within the general
life, was utterly vain and useless, that it
reached fruition only when it became an movement toward nationalization are
running counter to each other. First,
integral factor in the course of events.
Intellectuals may be more than a film there is a growing recognition on the
over*workers and capitalists. They, as part of national fraternities of the fact
educated citizens, must act as a balance that the smaller colleges offer a fertile
wheel in a day when institutions, no long field for new and stronger chapters; that
er permanent and immutable, are subject by such a rehabilitation the national fra
ternity can continue to be regarded by
to the rashness of warring factors.
But Mr. LaFollette had a right to be authorities as an essential in the realiza
disappointed with some schools of today. tion of educational ideals. On the other
Few students know the extent of life hand, the local fraternity, aware that its
lost in the class war in the United States; position on the college campus must be
few know of the recent Racine situation strengthened, is attempting to gain secur
here in Wisconsin; few have read “Escape ity by its affiliation with the national
fro m the Soviet" or books like it. Many fraternity.
What can nationalization mean?
It
regard Huey Long tolerantly and humor
ously. Hordes of the so-called educated can mean security, financial and scholas
youth of today could be fed the sugar- tic. Why can it mean these? Precisely
coated pills of Fascism; their gullibility because national fraternities are able not
would be remarkably similar to the u ni simply to establish standards and classify
versity youth of Germany who suc objectives, but because of the persistent
cumbed in such a docile way to the sim vigilance of their national officers they
are able to maintain those standards, to
ple but dangerous Hitler.
This is not a war cry of a demented direct the pursuit of those objectives.
The national fraternity has become
government student. But there are ways
by which the world is being made real to international in scope. Its central office

about not knowing anything except

has become a clearing house for a vast
body of cumulative knowledge, ideas,
and experiences. Its geographical range
reflects itself in a still more significant
way—breadth of personal contacts, con
tacts that crystali/.e into enduring friend
ships.
With the college fraternity rests the
responsibility for building character in
its members. To the degree that it can
assume that responsibility, it can live.
Above all else it must have guidance, if
not from within then surely from w ith
out. Its capacity for the achievement of
its essential aims will depend upon the
quality of its personnel. That quality
will reflect itself in the ability to main
tain standards of fraternity life which
contribute in the greatest measure to the
social adjustment of fraternity members.
The strong national fraternity has proven
its efficacy in the maintenance of those
standards.
We earnestly hope that Lawrence can
continue to draw strong national frater
nities to its campus. To the most recent
convert we extend our wish for its suc
cess.

In Appreciation
The Lawrentian on behalf of the stu
dent body and faculty wishes to express
its appreciation to Miss Lorenz, professor
of Spanish, who has been forced to take
a leave of absence this semester in an ef
fort to regain her health. Miss Lorenz,
in her fourteen years as a member of the
faculty, has worked untiringly and unsel
fishly with the students of Lawrence. We
look forward to her rapid recovery and
return.

The Democratic Man

We learned a lot from

perusing it. One thing of vital impor
tance is never under any circumstances
to offer yourself as a witness. If you
have apast (and who doesn’t) it w ill be
dragged out as Exhibit A for the public.
Another thing which is perhaps more
useful to the average student is that the
best answer to any embarrassing ques
tion is simply, "I can't remember.” That's
what we aie answering to all the people
who come to us with the question burn*
ing on their lips, “Did you mistake this
period as a vacation? You should have
considered it as a reading period. If you
treated it as a vacation there w ill be a
serious loss.’’
We simply can’t remember. Further
more we refuse to submit ourselves to
grueling or withering cross-examination.
We did do one bit of independent read
ing. We read a book on the art of feature
writing. From now on you'll see a
marked improvement in this column, but
we’ll wait until next week to begin. By
the way, part of the new Lawrentian
policy is a copy of Roget’s Thesaurus on
the Editor’s desk. Sometime we’re going
to run off with it and impress you great
ly. but we’ll wait for that too.
We’ll admit that we did wake up
some times in the middle of the night
with the horrible realization that time
was dashing itself to pieces, that We were
to suffer a serious loss, that a week was
slipping out of our lives never to be re
captured, that always as long as we lived
we'd be a week behind our fellow stu
dents. We’d resolve to rise with the cold,
gray dawn, but came the dawn we were
too weary from worrying to work. But
we're not admitting we didn't work. Oh,
my, no, nothing of the kind. We’re re
membering Hauptmann’s words to his
wife, “Cut that out. Don’t remember so
much.”
One phase of this Hauptmann case
that bothers us is that we find that we
have a remarkably poor memory. We
can’t for the life of us remember what
we were doing on March 1, 1932, nor can
we remember what we were doing on our
birthday or any one we saw three years
ago on that date. No one could have
laughed at us or we’d surely remember.
Trying to remember has kept us awake
night after night. In fact we got very
little sleep all the time we were home.
We have a bone to pick with Wollcott,
not that we’d actually dare to do it if
given a chance, but we're just plenty
peeved. You see it’s this way: he rather
tore into Erna Ferber all because she
was rash enough to state that the Flemington court room was the meeting place
of a curious, giddy bunch of society wo
men dressed in m ink coats. Cossack hats,
and having the word “divine” in their vo
cabulary. We wouldn’t be so angry if
Edna hadn’t included in her impressions
of New Jersey and the trial these sen
tences: “The country side, mile after mile,
was dazzling, unsullied. Not since I lived
up in Appleton, Wisconsin, had I seen the
tree trunks cast such deep blue shadows
on the white group.” We liked that. It
warmed us towards her and made us pos
itively hot towards Wollcott.
It’s too
bad. We’d always liked him so much.
Maybe seeing his picture had something
to do w ith this mysterious alienation of
affections.
We don’t know how we’re going to
keep away from the newspapers and we
don’t think we’ll try. They’re quite an
education in themselves. Try them some
time.
Are you sore at all your professors of
were your grades better than you expect
ed? Oh, you can’t remember. Yes, that’«
the right answer. You catch on fast.

“Yes, I said, he lives through the day
indulging the appetite of the hour; and
sometimes he is lapped in drink and
strains of the flute; then he is for total
abstinence, and tries to get thin; then
again, he is at gymnastics; sometimes
idling and neglecting everything, then
once more living the life of a philoso
pher: often he is at politics, and starts
to his feet and says and does anything
that may turn up; and if he is emulous more in that. His life has neither order
of any one who is a warrior, off he is in nor law: and this is the way of him —this
that direction, or of men of business, once he terms joy and freedom and happiness.

